Key features
at a glance

Tradition of quality and innovation
For over 100 years, the Bosch name has stood
for quality and reliability. Bosch Security
Systems proudly offers a wide range of ﬁre,
intrusion, social alarm, CCTV, management

Ñ Easy control, customization and expansion of any-sized IP CCTV network using VIDOS Server
and VIDOS Conﬁguration Manager

and communication systems and components

VIDOS Pro Suite
Smooth migration to digital IP networks

to help you ﬁnd the solution for any application.
We are the global supplier of choice for

Ñ Sophisticated remote control and video switching from management and control systems thanks
to VIDOS Automation Interface

innovative technology backed by the highest
level of service and support. When you need
solutions you can rely on, choose Bosch.

Ñ User-friendly interface of core VIDOS application with drag-and-drop
site-map support, IntuiKey, dockable windows, alarm/event management and scripting support
Ñ VIDOS Monitor Wall can be used on any powerful VIDOS client PC to replace multiple monitors —
up to 50 video windows on a dual monitor PC

Ñ Small client — VIDOS Lite Viewer — allows remote viewing and monitoring
Ñ VIDOS Archive Player and Exporter replays recordings from local PCs, video encoders with local
storage, and NVRs. Search functionality is based on calendars and it can export recordings to ﬁle
systems or burn directly to CD.

VIDOS Lite
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Bosch VIDOS Pro Suite tailored video management

VIDOS Pro Suite
Smooth migration to digital IP networks

Left: VIDOS
Archive Player and
Exporter

Scalable software for client/server CCTV surveillance systems

Just what you need

Fast and ﬂexible system integration

A new view on virtual monitors

For managing or enhancing CCTV surveillance systems with IP

VIDOS has evolved into a fantastic video

VIDOS Pro Suite offers system integrators

Today, many customers want to use large

technology, the VIDOS Professional Video Management Software Suite

management system that smoothes the

incredible freedom to customize networks to

ﬂat-panel monitors or projection TVs in a

(VIDOS Pro Suite) offers a uniquely comprehensive and ﬂexible solution.

transition from analog and hybrid systems to

exactly what the end user or the application

control room to display multiple screens. Up

Comprising a range of software modules for CCTV systems of any size, you

modern IP CCTV networks. VIDOS Pro Suite

requires. Administrators have the

till now, 4 images per monitor has been the

get exactly the tools and components you need to manage your IP network

further raises the bar by bringing scalability

Conﬁguration Manager – a powerful generic

norm. Now, with VIDOS Pro Suite’s powerful

video application. What’s more, VIDOS Pro Suite makes system expansion

and ﬂexibility — thanks to client/server

conﬁguration tool for all other modules.

Monitor Wall decoder and display

and reconﬁguration simple. Built on proven VIDOS workstation software

operation and a bundle of new features in

Speciﬁc privileges for cameras e.g. pan/tilt/

application, banks of conventional CRT

with its friendly site-map based graphical interface, VIDOS has been

software modules. VIDOS Pro Suite makes

zoom, and priorities for one operator over

monitors can be replaced with a single,

The choice is yours

Why Bosch?

greatly enhanced. The Pro Suite offers client/server operation, and a host

networks easy to customize, enabling

another are easy to set. Adding hardware

easily-managed display. VIDOS Monitor Wall

VIDOS Pro Suite comes in multiple

Bosch Security Systems is a pioneer

of new tools and improvements based on practical user feedback.

everything from incredibly small systems

components such as NVRs or new clients is

offers a ﬂexible display area where the

language versions on CD. 30-day trials

and world leader in IP network video

using VIDOS Lite right up to very large, multi-

also easy. With VIDOS Pro Suite, the cost

number and quality of images is only limited

are available of all licensable

for surveillance systems. Our

user systems, where priorities, central/

and effort is negligible because everything is

by the power of the PC — so this will grow

software. The basic packages,

products are compatible with analog

remote management, administration and

conﬁgured quickly and centrally at servers —

with PC processor performance. With a

predeﬁned for ease of use, comprise

components in legacy networks, so
you can make the transition to IP

VIDOS Pro Suite Basic stand-alone
workstation setup

IntuiKey
Keyboard

VIDOS

Right: VIDOS
Monitor Wall

conﬁguration can be instantly set up and

no time-consuming mass installations on

powerful dual-monitor computer, up to 50

VIDOS, VIDOS Server, VIDOS Lite and

modiﬁed using the new VIDOS Conﬁguration

individual workstations. VIDOS Automation

video windows could be displayed, many of

VIDOS Monitor Wall, though there are

gradually without losing original

Manager. In short, VIDOS Pro Suite is the

Interface for external control center servers

them in full D1 resolution and at full frame-

a huge range of user-deﬁned options

functionality. And if you’re a new user,

perfect match to your feature and network

allows control from anywhere by integrating

rate. Furthermore, it’s relatively easy to

for the number of cameras, channels,

Bosch offers an enormous advantage

requirements. Moreover, it has the

the open scripting language into for example

change the layout of the Monitor Wall. So in

stand-alone or multiple workstations,

with truly state-of-the-art surveillance
technology and software — a sound
investment for the future.

advantage of being able to work with

building integration projects. The Software

an emergency, for example, an alarm

servers etc. Tailored to your needs,

conventional hardware, such as analog

Developer’s Kit (SDK) and enhanced export

scenario could bring up a totally different

VIDOS Pro Suite offers outstanding

cameras and monitors, or Bosch’s IntuiKey

functions further ensure compatibility and

layout viewing 6 cameras as 1 large and 5

performance and value for money.

keyboard/joystick already familiar to

enable advanced multi-user, multi-level,

small screens.

experienced CCTV operators.

multi-station IP CCTV systems.

The IP advantage
IP-based CCTV surveillance systems
are increasingly being deployed
throughout the world by many

VIDOS Pro Suite Basic client/server
setup

Dinion IP (2x)

VIDOS Backup Server
VIDOS Server

VIDOS Pro Suite Advanced client/server setup

VIDOS
Monitor Wall

VIP X1 (2x)
VideoJet 8008

businesses, institutions and
organizations. Compared with

VIDOS Backup
Server

previous systems, IP networks offer
VIDOS
NVR Server

inherent advantages of scalability,
ﬂexibility, optimal camera
functionality, wide area connectivity
and an attractive cost of ownership —

VIDOS
Monitor Wall

compelling arguments for new and

VIDOS Client

existing users to invest in IP-based

VIDOS Pro Suite Monitor Wall setup

security systems.

VIDOS Client
VIDOS Server
VIDOS ArchivePlayer & Exporter

Identify passengers
in an airport

Keep a
watchful eye
on industrial
plans

VIDOS
Lite Viewer

VIP XD
VIDOS Client
IntuiKey
Keyboard
VIDOS Client

VIP XD
VIDOS

